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Begun in the early 1980s and running to over thirty eight hours of Super 8 film, Anne 
Charlotte Robertson’s Five Year Diary stands as one of the major works of diary film-
making. The films are an intimate and exhaustively narrated chronicle of her daily life in 
Framingham, Massachusetts and her battles with depression, paranoia, and borderline 
schizophrenia. Over the course of the Diary, Robertson unflinchingly documents nervous 
breakdowns and hospitalisations, her obsessive crush on Doctor Who actor Tom Baker, 
her battles with weight, the side effects of prescription medication and the death of her 
three-year-old niece, Emily. Though often painfully raw and emotional the diary is not 
entirely bleak but leavened with self-awareness and humour it becomes a redemptive form 
of self-therapy which for Robertson ultimately tells ‘the story of a mind’s survival.’!!
Originally curated by Benjamin Cook & Barbara Rodriguez Muñoz for Anxiety 2014. Films 
presented courtesy of Harvard Film Archive.!!!!
Synopses!!
Five Year Diary, Reel 22: A Short Affair and Going Crazy US 1982, Super 8 on digital 
video, colour, 27 min!!
“This is Reel 22 of my Super 8mm opus Five Year Diary. It covers the period August 23 to 
September I, 1982. Within is documented a compulsive paranoid manic-depressive 
psychotic breakdown, following a brief love affair. Synopsis: Introduction; a vegetarian 
dinner; the lover sleeping; sorting garbage; ex-lovers’ art; friends and cocaine; moon; 
composting sable brushes; the kitchen sink; wine; eating with my hands; the kitchen table; 
self-portraits’; construction machines; hiding behind the curtains; morning-glories at dusk; 
dinner with my mother; the drawings in the hall, yoga, and the goddess rap; calling the 
lover; saying goodbye; carnival rides; street scenes; weeping; flowers and bees; shadows 



on the carpet and empty rooms; esoteric sign language; sorting the compost; walking 
through Boston, hunting for clues; finding him in a fountain; my favourite statue; the slug 
incident; paranoia about plastic; putting everything in garbage bags; the construction site 
outside; calling the lover. “ (ACR)!!
Five Year Diary, Reel 23: A Breakdown and After the Mental Hospital US 1982, Super 8 on 
digital video, colour, 26 min!!
“This is Reel 23 of my Super 8mm opus Five Year Diary. It covers the period September 1 
-December 13, 1982. Within are documented a paranoid manic nervous breakdown, a 
description of a mental hospitalisation, and the subsequent recovery period. Sound is of 
wild tape of the breakdown, and a hidden tape-recorded psychiatric session; the second 
soundtrack is narration from 1991.Synopsis: Introduction; paranoia about root vegetables; 
esoteric sign language; searching for hidden significances; crush on Tom Baker (“Doctor 
Who” from BBC Television); my cats Amy and Buddy; vegetarian cooking; the compost 
heap; my mother and her house; driving into Boston; unemployment; television hyper-
vigilance; hiding inside; exorcism with tea and mirror and lamps; too much wine; my friend 
the painter Susan Brown; the movie The Turning Point; experiences in a mental hospital; 
psychiatric session recording; autumn street and garden scenes; the mental day-hospital; 
domestic still-lives; bingeing; self Gestalt-therapy; school; groceries; winter; my garden; a 
series of self-portraits.” (ACR)!!
Five Year Diary, Reel 80: Emily Died US 1994, Super 8 on digital video, colour, 27 min!!
“This is Reel 80 of my Super 8mm opus Five Year Diary. It covers the period May 14 to 
September 26, 1994. Within is personal documentary; midway occurs the death of my 3-
year-old niece Emily ; the impact of her death is explored.” (ACR)!!!!!!
BEEF is a film, sound and performance collective with an analogue heart.!!
Throughout 2015 BEEF will inhabit the 2nd floor of 25 Portland Square, a group of prefab 
offices that are being used as studios, incorporating a communal area for screenings and 
performances and a darkroom with contact printer and hand processing facilities for 16mm 
film.!!
e: beefbristol@gmail.com!
w: https://beefbristol.wordpress.com/!
t: @BristolBEEF!
f: www.facebook.com/bristolexperimentalexpandedfilm!
a: BEEF, 2nd Floor, 25 Portland Square, Bristol, BS2 8NN


